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Abstract

The hypothesis of language use is an attractive theory in order to explain how

natural languages evolve and develop in social populations. In this paper we

present a model partially based on the idea of language games, so that a group

of artificial agents are able to produce and share a symbolic language with syn-

tactic structure. Grammatical structure is induced by grammatical evolution

of stochastic regular grammars with learning capabilities, while language devel-

opment is refined by means of language games where the agents apply on-line

probabilistic reinforcement learning. Within this framework, the model uses

the concepts of competence and performance in language, as they have been

proposed in some linguistic theories. The first experiments in this article have

been organized around the linguistic description of visual scenes with the pos-

sibility of changing the referential situations. A second and more complicated

experimental setting is also analyzed, where linguistic descriptions are enforced

to keep word order constraints.
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1. Introduction

Language is one of the fundamental cognitive skills needed for the develop-

ment of advanced multi-agent or multi-robot systems, as it allows communica-

tion and cooperation among individuals in the group. This necessity has recently

motivated research where computational models are applied for developing ar-5

tificial languages with increasing complexity. Computational simulations, and

even experiments with real robots, have also been used for explaining properties

of natural languages [1, 2]. Nevertheless, the aim of the present article is not

to use artificial system to aid in the understanding of natural languages, but

rather to propose an evolutionary and learning process so that a team of agents10

can construct a shared artificial syntactical language.

The initial approaches for communication within teams of agents have fo-

cused on creating a basic vocabulary or lexicon that is shared by all members

of the group. This vocabulary is generally a simple mapping between symbols

and meanings. Although this problem seems to be apparently simple, it is not15

trivial because of the problem known as Symbol Grounding Problem: how to

effectively connect a symbol with its meaning (see [3] for definition and details).

Humans do not seem to be limited by this issue, but artificial organisms have

serious difficulties. While some works address this problem [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10],

other proposals bypass it and focus on the higher level, while the aspects related20

to the physical association between symbols and meanings are assumed to have

been solved or are not considered [11, 12, 13, 14].

Although a shared vocabulary is essential and it has to be the first step, syn-

tactic competence is vital for an agent to efficiently describe reality in a symbolic

way. In this work, we approach the syntactic alignment of agents in a team by25

means of language games applying on-line reinforcement learning algorithms and

grammatical evolution to allow the agents to evolve and adapt their language to

the current linguistic situation. syntactic alignment refers here to the process

that allows a team of agents to develop a common syntactic language, by pair-

wise interactions or language games, without being told by a centralized source.30
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The concept of language games is partly inspired by the ideas of Wittgenstein

[15] and De Saussure [16] about the public and conventional dimensions of lin-

guistic meaning and it has been applied in most of Steel’s works (see [17] for a

recent review) and related authors such as [18, 19]. The importance of syntactic

competence is currently so relevant that other approaches based on different35

ideas have been proposed in [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29].

Most of the cited works, except [8, 9, 14], are focused on explaining proper-

ties of natural languages by means of computational simulations as we already

mentioned. On the other hand, the above three exceptions are more oriented to

practical applications (and our work follows the same line). However, they do40

not address syntax in depth. A recent work proposing a more complicated lan-

guage with syntactic properties can be found in [30]. In Maravall et all’s model,

a team of agents reach syntactic alignment by learning the probabilities asso-

ciated to the production rules in a stochastic regular grammar. Results show

how different configurations of teams agree on a shared language with syntactic45

structure. It also compares when a human teacher is included in the group or

when the agents are on their own. The Maravall et all’s model is effective for

team sizes ranging from 5 to 60 and it shows how a grammar is adjusted by

tuning the probabilities of its production rules. However, the production rules

themselves do not change, and they are directly encoded in the agents’ controller50

from the beginning. As the grammar is defined in advance, it cannot adapt to

changing linguist situations and it cannot explain how the agents could evolve

this kind of grammatical knowledge. In this work, we follow this approach based

on reinforcement learning and language games, but we study how the agents can

evolve the grammar itself. Evolving the grammar allows the agent to look for55

the grammar that best describes the current linguistic situation which is a very

important skill if the agents need to change their linguistics descriptions and

“talk” about different contexts. To solve this problem we propose a model that

takes into account the concepts of Competence and Performance as they were

initially defined by Chomsky [31]. Competence is the knowledge that a speaker60

has about his/her language and performance stands for the specific use of the
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language in a specific context. Competence is developed by means of an evolu-

tionary algorithm in our model and it is essentially a searching process in the

space of possible grammars that describe the current linguistic situation. On

the other hand, performance is achieved by means of a reinforcement learning65

mechanism, which rewards the most used structures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section two describes two tasks

used in the computational experiments. Section three studies the process of

producing and evolving the symbolic artificial language by means of grammatical

evolution. Section four analyses how the language can be shared by means of70

on-line reinforcement learning algorithms. Section five summarizes the whole

model. Section six enhances the initial model to keep syntactic order constraints.

In sections seven both setting and the experimental results for the tasks are

presented and discussed. A section about conclusions closes the work.

2. Describing Dynamic Linguistic Situations in Two Different Tasks75

The first task to be solved by the agents in the team consists of evolving a

symbolic language to describe two types of linguistic situations. The agents are

situated in an environment that they can perceive with their specialized sensors.

As in this paper we are mainly interested in the syntactic alignment of the agent

team, we assume that agents are able to segment the images they watch and80

they are able to build intermediate or internal representations of them. Figures

1 and 2 show the type of visual scenes that the agents could watch.

Figure 1: Object Properties: blue book, yellow pencil and green ball

Figures 1 and 2 represent two linguistic situations which are made of several

scenes. Figure 2 about spatial relations is essentially the same that it was
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Figure 2: Spatial Relations: book on the right of the ball and pencil on the left of the glasses

used in [30] and we use it here in order to show how the proposed model can85

evolve and adapt itself to new linguistic situations without a predefined grammar

and without human intervention such as the cited work did. In the easier

context (Figure 1) the agents must agree on a language about simple objects

and their colors while a slightly more complicated situation is set in the second

case (Figure 2) where the agents must agree on a language about simple objects90

and their spatial relations. To simplify, we suppose that all agents watch the

referential or shared attention scene from the same point of view. Perspective is

very important in a spatial language and by adopting the same point of view, we

follow what Levinson calls a relative frame of reference [32], that is, a coordinate

system that “use the viewer’s own bodily coordinates”. This question is specially95

important in the case of spatial relationship such as Figure 2 shows. As another

precondition, alignment language games should be used so that the agent team

shares a vocabulary for the objects that can be located in the environment

(book, pencil, glasses, ball) as well as a common lexicon for the color properties

(blue, yellow, green) and the possible spatial relationships (right, left). This100

previous process is needed in order to efficiently map symbols and meanings

for the basic vocabularies. Nevertheless, in this paper we do not describe the

concrete processes behind these lexical alignments as our aim is to focus on

syntactic alignment. This way, we assume that agents have names or words

to refer to any item in the linguistic situation but they also need to compose105

complex (syntactic) sentences to express the situation in the most effective way.

For the type of situation defined in Figure 1, the agents’ language is formed

by sentences like ”the book is blue”, which can be formalized as strings repre-
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senting syntactic structures such as Pa or aP where P is a color property and

a is an object. In a similar way, for the type of situation defined in Figure 2,110

sentences would be like ”the book is on the right of the ball”, which can be

formalized as strings representing syntactic structures aRb, Rab or abR where

a and b are object names and R is a spatial relationship. As we are interested

in using a language formalism that allows the agents to learn their language

by means of an interactive process, we use stochastic grammars with learning115

capabilities because this kind of device has shown its effectiveness in a similar

context [30]. However, as the linguistic situations are dynamic, we do not design

in advance the set of grammatical rules and we propose a framework where the

grammars themselves are evolved in order to adapt to the current linguistic sit-

uation. Both grammatical evolution and reinforcement mechanism are defined120

in subsequent sections.

Once the first task has been solved, we move the focus toward a more complex

linguistic situation where the agents must agree upon scene descriptions using

sentences like ”the blue book is on the right of the green ball”. These types

of sentences combine previous syntactic knowledge. Specifically, each agent in125

the team has to apply the same word order in the first object’s description and

in the second one, such as natural languages constrain word order. Therefore,

the strings representing syntactic structures in this new task will take the form

of PaRQb, aPRbQ, RPaQb, RaPbQ, PaQbR or aPbQR, where a and b are

object names, R is a spatial relationship and P and Q are color properties. An130

advantage of syntactic constraints is a significant reduction in the number of

possible combinations of words, as we can see in the previous example, but the

drawback is that a more complicated evolutionary process will be required.

3. Evolving Grammatical Structures

As explained in the Introduction section, the model that we propose is based135

on two strategies: evolution and learning. Evolution allows the agents to pro-

duce, evolve and adapt their grammatical structures (competence) while learning
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drives the process of achieving linguistic consensus (performance). In this sec-

tion we will define in depth the evolutionary process as a competence developing

process.140

Evolutionary algorithms can be an effective way to study artificial language

emergent phenomena because they allow us to look for different syntactic struc-

tures as long as we can represent these structures in some way. Grammatical

Evolution by Grammatical Evolution ((GE)2) [33] is an evolutionary algorithm

that can be used for this purpose. This algorithm is an extension of the Gram-145

matical Evolution (GE) algorithm [34], but applied to the evolution of the gram-

mar itself. (GE)2 will be explained briefly in the next section in the context of

this work.

3.1. Grammatical Evolution (GE) and Grammatical Evolution by Grammatical

Evolution ((GE)2)150

GE was proposed by Collins, Ryan and O’Neill [34] and it is an evolutionary

algorithm which uses variable-length linear genomes. Its initial application was

to evolve computer programs represented in any language (defined by a gram-

mar). But its application field is more general, and it can be used to evolve

whatever structure that can be described by means of a grammar. In fact, GE’s155

principles can be applied to evolve the grammar itself and this point of view was

adopted in a new algorithm known as (GE)2 [33]. In order to evolve the gram-

mar, (GE)2 uses a meta-grammar which specifies the structure that candidate

grammars can adopt. By evolving the grammar the algorithm can fit better to

dynamic environments and this feature is specially interesting in the changing160

linguistic situations we treat here. In summary, in (GE)2 there are two different

types of grammars:

• The meta-grammar describes the rules to build grammars. This grammar

can be seen as playing the role of Universal Grammar proposed by some

linguists.165

• The solution grammar describes the rules to build solutions (sentences,
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in our case). This grammar would represent the grammar which is tradi-

tionally used in a standard GE.

This way, (GE)2 tries to solve a prolem by first generating a solution gram-

mar from the meta-grammar, which in turn is used to generate the final solution.170

From this point of view the algorithm applies a double evolutionary process (see

[33] to study the original algorithm in depth).

(GE)2 is the evolutionary algorithm adopted in this work because it allows us

to analyze how a suitable grammar can be developed in an initial stage, which

can be finally used subsequently in a social context. In this case, the meta-175

grammar defines the rules to build stochastic regular grammars which in turn

will allow the model to build the sentences in the language. However, sentences

are generated from those solution grammars by means of a reinforcement learn-

ing process , instead of applying the second evolutionary process as the original

(GE)2 actually does (this will be explained later). Meta-grammars allow the180

model to evolve different solution grammars in a self-organized process that

would not be possible if a fixed solution grammar was previously designed by a

human designer. Besides, they can adapt to changes in the linguistic situations.

3.2. How to Generate Syntactic Structures

In order to generate a solution grammar from a meta-grammar (see pro-185

duction rules in Appendix A) the transcription and translation processes are

applied as it is usual in a standard GE, [34]. In GE there is a clear distinction

between the genotype and the phenotype corresponding to the individual so it

needs a mapping process to transform the genotype into the phenotype. This

is precisely what the transcription and translation processes do. Both processes190

are summarized below:

1. Transcription. In this stage, the original binary string that represents

the individual’s genotype is transformed into an integer string. We will

show this process through an example. Consider a binary string which
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is composed of two-bits codons: 01-00-11-10-00-01-01-10-00-11. After ap-195

plying the transcription process this binary string is transformed into the

equivalent integer string: 1-0-3-2-0-1-1-2-0-3.

2. Translation. Starting from the integer string and the meta-grammar’s

rules, a solution grammar can be built. In the previous example, the

derivation tree associated to this process is showed in Figure 3. Grey200

nodes represent terminal symbols. Numbers displayed near the nodes

represent the rule number to apply to the non-terminal symbol (white

nodes). These numbers are taken from the integer string and they appear

from left to right as the integer string is traversed. In order to determine

which rule is going to be applied the following equation is used: Rule =205

CIV%MNR; where CIV stands for codon integer value and MNR stands

for the maximum number of rules corresponding to the non-terminal that

it must be expanded at this time. Meta-grammar’s rules are defined in

the Appendix A.

The translation process is correct if it is possible to build a string composed210

exclusively of terminal symbols. As we can see in Figure 3, the terminal-only

string is in its turn a solution grammar. In the example, the generated solution

grammar would include the following rules (in BFN notation):

<sentence> ::= <object> <objectprop>

<object> ::= anObject

<objectprop> ::= aColor

This solution grammar defines a grammatical structure which can generate

sentences with an object and a color. It is appropriate to describe a linguistic215

situation as the one we showed in Figure 1. It is worth noting that solution

grammars are generic, in the sense that terms such as anObject are used, in-

stead of any specific object. Later, an specialized module in the agent will

replace these generic terms (anObject, aColor, . . . ) by the specific objects or

colors related to the current visual scene. Replacement is applied during the220

language games as we will explain later. To some extent, the generic terms
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Figure 3: Example: derivation tree to generate a solution grammar (translation)

for the terminal symbols anObject and aColor are equivalent to lexical cate-

gories, widely used in linguistics. On the other hand, the non-terminal symbols

<sentence>, <object> and <objectprop> represent grammatical categories, a

concept commonly applied the literature about phrase structure grammars as225

well. This way, by using grammars as formalism to define languages we can eas-

ily include some important properties about natural languages such as hierarchy,

recursion or compositionality.

3.3. The Evolutionary Process

The evolutionary process we propose here is simply the application of the230

(GE)2 algorithm with the particularities that we described in the previous sec-

tion. Another important difference is that we do not apply the second evolu-
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tionary process to the solution grammars that have been generated from the

meta-grammar as in the original algorithm. Instead, we will apply a reinforce-

ment learning algorithm to generate the final sentences as we will show later.235

The reason for using reinforcement learning is that we consider syntactic align-

ment as a social event where agents interact with each other by means of re-

warded language games. The remaining items are implemented as it is usual in

evolutionary algorithms, so a population of individuals is initially created and

the individuals are evaluated for generations until an optimal solution is found240

(success) or a maximum number of generations is reached (failure). To evaluate

an individual, a mapping process from its genotype (binary string) to its phe-

notype (solution grammar) is needed. Transcription and translation make this

mapping possible. After each generation, a group of genetic operators such as

crossover, mutation and duplication are applied to the individuals in the pop-245

ulation with specific probabilities as we will show in the results section. This

way, new populations are created and subsequently evaluated. Regarding the

individuals’ evaluation we define a fitness measure which is based on the gener-

ated solution grammar. This capacity is evaluated according to the concept of

current communicative intention.250

The communicative intention measures how well a solution grammar could

generate sentences which are applicable to the current linguistic situation. In

the previous example, the solution grammar could generate sentences with an

object and a color, so this grammar could be useful if the agents are trying to

agree a scene such as that in Figure 1. In order to compute a numeric value255

as fitness, we adapt some concepts that were previously defined in [35] and

subsequently applied to the GE’s algorithm in [36]. In both works, grammars

are measured by means of a matrix representation of the grammar. Matrix

representation helps to determine which strings are reachable starting from the

start symbol of the grammar. In this work we define a matrix representation that260

we call Communicative Intention Matrix. This matrix is computed for each valid

generated solution grammar since invalid generated solution grammars have no

matrix representation and its fitness is directly zero (worst fitness) which ensures
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that they will be eventually discarded along the evolutionary process.

The Communicative Intention Matrix has as many rows as production rules265

and as many columns as terminal symbols plus an additional column which rep-

resents the length of the sentence that can be generated applying the production

rule corresponding to the row. If we apply this representation to the solution

grammar in the previous example we get the matrix that Table 1 shows.

Table 1: Example: Communicative Intention Matrix

Grammatical Category Sentence Length aColor anObject

<object 0 > 0.0 0.0 0.0

<objectprop 0 > 0.0 0.0 0.0

<sentence 0 > 2.0 1.0 1.0

Numeric suffixes in the production rules stand for the non-terminal’s pro-270

duction rule number. In the example there is a single rule associated to each non

terminal symbol. The aColor and anObject columns are the terminal symbols in

the example’s solution grammar. Numeric values under these columns show the

number of corresponding items in a sentence generated from the non-terminal

symbol. This way, as ”sentence” is the start symbol in all solution grammars275

(see meta-grammar’s rules in Appendix A), a sentence starting from ”sentence”

is made of a aColor and a anObject. This is why we can see a numeric value of

1 under those columns. The length of this sentence is 2 and it stands for the

number of words. Non-terminal symbols <object 0 > and <objectprop 0 > are

not useful because any sentence can start from these non terminal symbols, so280

they have a zero as default value.

As we can see in the example, the Communicative Intention Matrix defines

the solution grammar’s skill in order to describe the communicative intention

related to the current linguistic situation. In this case, if agents are trying

to share a symbolic language about object colors this solution grammar would285

include at least a suitable production rule. The fitness value is finally computed

by using Eq. 1:
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Fitness = SPR (1)

Where SPR is the number of suitable production rules according with the

current linguistic situation. Ideally, this value would be the maximum number

of rules which allow to combine words in every order. In the simple task about290

object colors there are only two possible combinations of words as we described

when the task was defined. They are “Pa” or “aP” with a referring to an object

andP stands for a color property. Therefore, the maximum fitness for this task is

2. It is worth noting to remember that we are studying how an artificial language

evolves and is shared by a team of agents, so we cannot constraint more the295

language by limiting the number of possible expressions. This is why we define a

fitness value with the possibility of generating whatever combination, although

we can limit the fitness to smaller values. On the other hand, the fitness value

is also dynamic because it depends on the current linguistic situation and the

linguistic context can be changed at any time. It can be argued that by using a300

maximum fitness value, the evolutionary algorithm probably could be replaced

for an algorithm such as breath-first or depth-first search, but in this case we

have into account the communicative intention and this knowledge is very useful

in order to guide the search process and avoid to explore useless alternatives in

the space of possible solution grammars. Therefore, the evolutionary algorithm305

is not so blind and it looks for grammars that can potentially derive expressions

with the highest communicative power. As we commented above the intention

is represented by means of the communicative intention matrix.

4. Stochastic Learning-Grammars

In order to allow the agents to develop a suitable language for the description310

of the type of visual scenes displayed in Figures 1 and 2, which are composed

of objects, colors or spatial relations, we propose to use an stochastic version of

the solution grammars that we described in previous sections. In a stochastic

solution grammar the probabilities of the production rules can be learnt by
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the agents through reinforcement as they engage in language games. The idea315

of learning the probabilities associated to the production rules in a stochastic

regular grammar has been recently presented in [30]. However, in the cited work

the grammar is defined in advance and it is therefore static, so it cannot adapt

to different linguistic situations. In the model that we propose here grammars

are not hand-designed but evolved by the evolutionary process we described320

above.

A stochastic solution grammar includes additionally a probability for each

production rule (i.e. the probability that the production rule will be used).

To simplify, we will show a simple example in a two-agent team. After the

evolutionary process and the stochastic transformation, we suppose that an325

agent called Agent 1 has a stochastic solution grammar such as:

<sentence> ::= <object> <objectprop> p0

| <objectprop> <object> p1

<object> ::= anObject

<objectprop> ::= aColor

On the other hand, agent Agent 2 produces the following stochastic solution

grammar:

<sentence> ::= <object> <object> p0

| <object> p1

| <objectprop> <object> p2

| <object> <objectprop> p3

<object> ::= anObject

<objectprop> ::= aColor

Both agents have suitable grammars if we suppose that they want to share

a language for describing the linguistic situation that Figure 1 proposes. As330

the problem in the example is simple, the grammars are very similar. In fact,

grammatical similarity is biased by the fitness definition that we adopt, and it

is also a consequence of having a common meta-grammar or universal gram-

mar, but this is the hypothesis that is defended by nativists in linguistics. The
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larger the number of suitable production rules there are in the grammar, the335

more likely is that many of them will be similar. Contrariwise, if the number

of suitable production rules is only one, it will be more difficult for the rein-

forcement learning process to succeed because grammars will be less similar. In

natural languages, it seem obvious that the more similar are the grammatical

system of two speakers, the more likely for speakers to understand each other.340

Nevertheless, in the example, Agent 2 has also evolved some irrelevant rules for

the task about object’s properties, such as the first two rules for <sentence>.

The probabilities of the rewriting rules p0, p1, p2 and p3 (or pn in general) are

initialized arbitrarily but reinforcement learning modifies them and eventually

allows the agents to converge to a common set of rewriting rules. To this end,345

we apply the so called Linear Reward-Inaction algorithm, LRI [37] similarly to

[30].

4.1. The Syntactic Language Games

For a team of N agents, each of them with its own stochastic grammar (which

was previously evolved), the way to reach a syntactic alignment by means of350

reinforcement learning is based on language games. Specifically, a sequence of

language games is performed until the team converges to an optimal commu-

nication system where all the agents use similar stochastic grammars. In each

language game round, all the possible communicative acts are performed among

the agents and each agent utters its own sentence according to its evolved pri-355

vate grammar. A reward or penalty signal is sent to the learning algorithm

for the updating of the probabilities of the production rules. As the private

grammar only defines the generic syntactic structures, the agent replaces the

lexical categories such as aColor and anObject for the specific terms related to

the current visual scene presented to the agent. We suppose that all the agents360

are endowed with the specialized module to make these changes. In this work,

we use the Communicative Efficiency (CE) term (see Eq. 2) as it was defined

in [30]:
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CE(k) = (NSD/ND)100 (2)

where NSD stands for number of successful dialogs and ND stands for number

of dialogs. Communicative Efficiency helps to decide whether the syntactic365

alignment was possible or not.

Unlike the evolutionary process, the language games development process is

a social event where all the agents interact with each other in order to agree on

a shared language. We think about this process as performance because it refers

to the actual use of the language, while the evolution is a competence because370

it refers to the grammatical knowledge development. Of course, both terms

are simplifications and adaptations of the equivalent concepts about natural

languages and they are not completely synonyms. For example, competence in

the model is developed as a private event within each agent, while babies usually

interact with adults even though they cannot talk. In any case, let us remember375

that our purpose is not to model exactly human languages, but to propose

a model so that a team of artificial agents agree on a syntactical language.

Although the evolution of grammar is a private event, all the agents participate

in a shared scene where all of them watch the same situation. Besides, each

agent evolves its own grammar but it has into account its own communicative380

intentions, so we need to suppose that agents share similar intentions. We do

not have room to explain the role of intentions in artificial or natural organisms

but we consider that it is a key factor in communication just as Tomasello ([38])

(among others) note.

5. The Whole Model385

Once the evolutionary and reinforcement processes have been explained with

detail, we consider useful to describe the whole model in order to provide a

complete view of our work. Essentially, the model performs in two stages.

First, an evolutionary algorithm is executed. In this evolutionary process each

agent in the team tries to develop a private suitable solution grammar. A390
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suitable grammar is a grammar which can express the agent’s communicative

intention. Communicative intention is determined according to the linguistic

situation that agents can perceive in a shared scene. A communicative intention

matrix helps to measure this intention. A solution grammar is evolved starting

from the meta-grammar’s rules, which acts as a type of Universal Grammar for395

the agents. Each agent manages a population of chromosomes (binary strings)

that are transformed into solution grammars and the agent’s aim in this stage

is to find the best solution grammar. Evolution is executed until all the agents

find a suitable solution grammar or a maximum number of evolutionary trials is

reached. In the later case, the evolutionary algorithm fails. If the evolutionary400

process succeeds, a reinforcement learning process is started, where the whole

team plays language games. A syntactic alignment can be reached if all the

agents agree to use the same sentences to describe the linguistic situation. If

the reinforcement learning process succeeds, the problem is solved. If it fails, a

new evolutionary process is started again and the process is repeated. If all the405

evolutionary and reinforcement trials fail the syntactic alignment is not found.

Figure 4 summarizes the whole process.

Figure 4: Pseudocode for the model’s main-loop

An alternative explanation of the model from a linguistic point of view is

as follow. In a first stage the agents evolve a grammar, that is, they develop a

competence for the language according to their communicative intentions. This410

grammar contains potentially the production rules which can describe the refer-
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ential scene, but they have to be tested in a social event because the evolutionary

process is a private event for each agent. Then, a second stage explores this so-

cial interaction by means of language games and the language is finally shared

through a reinforcement process where the most frequently used sentences are415

rewarded and finally adopted by the team. Therefore, this stage represents the

performance of the language, that is, the actual use in a social or cultural envi-

ronment. Competence in this way constraints the performance because agents

need syntactic rules that allow them to build sentences. The more suitable pro-

duction rules there are in each agent’s grammar, the more likely is consensus in420

the performance stage. This is why the maximum fitness in equation 1 rewards

the greedy solution. If the agent has little or no grammatical knowledge, it

cannot express sentences. That is, it will not be able to perform in actual com-

munication. As the model executes for a number of evolution-learning cycles,

the agents have several opportunities to evolve a suitable solution grammar,425

even though the grammar is evolved in a private way and there is no feedback

from learning to evolution in an explicit way. To some extent, the model trusts

in the agent’s intention as the force that guides the evolution to find the right

grammar.

6. Imposing Order Constraints430

The previous model presents two potential problems once it has to scale

to more complicated situations. On one hand, evolutionary processes usually

need a long time and resources to find solutions, specially if the number of

states in the space search increases. This situation is likely in a referential scene

combining colors, objects and spatial relations. In this case, there is a significant435

number of possible combinations of words associated to each item. On the other

hand, the evolutionary process in the model does not impose constraints about

the order of the words in a sentence. Obviously, natural languages impose

syntactic limitations to certain structures. For example, if a combination of

words object-color or color-object has been adopted for the first object, it must440
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be kept to refer to the second one. This way, the number of combinations of

words in a sentence is reduced. The most obvious way to solve this problem

consists in adding specific production rules to the meta-grammar. However, we

are studying here the phenomenon of emergence of artificial languages and we

do not want to impose these syntactic constraints. An alternative solution is to445

include some kind of validation in order to check the syntactic constraints that

we have described. Fortunately, grammars are powerful devices and they can

include semantic rules in the same production rules that describe the syntactic

properties. Details about attribute grammars or similar devices which allow to

combine syntactic and semantic rules cannot be reviewed here but we can find450

comprehensive studies in [39] or [40]. For the aim of the present work, only a

few issues need to be explained, as we will do next.

According to [39], a translation scheme is a context-free grammar with at-

tributes associated with the non-terminal symbols. An attribute has a name and

a value. This value is computed by means of a semantic rule. Semantic rules or455

actions are included in the right side of the production rules and the order in

which an action is executed is determined by its position in the production. In

this work, a semantic rule will be represented enclosed within square brackets

in the grammar’s production rules and it can be a conditional or an assignment

sentence. In the latter case, a value will be assigned to the attribute. Condi-460

tional sentences will check the attribute’s values and will return a true or false

value. A false value means that some condition is wrong in the process of build-

ing the derivation tree. As we explained above, the model builds a derivation

tree when it is generating a solution grammar during the translation process, so

that the semantic rules avoid wrong solution grammars. Thus, invalid solutions465

are discarded even before they are evaluated. An example will be used to clarify

this process. Figure 5 shows a derivation tree similar to the one of Figure 3,

but the new derivation tree includes semantic rules, which appear as dark grey

nodes.

As a curiosity, the derivation tree represented by Figure 5 would be built470

starting from a solution with an integer string such as 2-0-1-2-1-2-2-1-0-0-1-2-
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Figure 5: Derivation tree to generate a solution grammar with order constraints

0-1-1-2-0-3-0-1 during the translation process. We only need to explain what

semantic rules really does. Check First Semantic Rules and Check Second Se-

mantic Rules functions simply checks if the expressions contain the number of

right words and the order is also equivalent. Both functions return false when475

the tests fail. In the example that is shown in Figure 5, there are no semantic

errors, so the solution grammar is valid from the syntactic and semantic points

of view. However if leave nodes ′ <object>′ and ′ <objectprop>′ under the

node <pro-expression-2> were swapped or they represented the same symbol,
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the solution grammar would be syntactically valid but semantically invalid and480

this solution would be rejected. The most important consequence of semantic

checking is that only those solution grammars with the same word-order are

generated. Essentially, with the mechanism of semantic rules and the impor-

tance of the communicative intention matrix each agent is endowed with skills to

evolve its own grammatical competence with some guarantees and the process485

is not blind at all.

7. Experimental Results

7.1. Suppositions and Setting

It is mandatory to comment here some important issues about the exper-

iments and the focus of the model in this work. We are interested here in490

analyzing how a shared language can emerge in a population of artificial agents

but we have in mind to translate the model to more complex device such as

robots. Therefore, the model has to do with the symbolic or higher procedures,

that is, it provides a framework to develop and use a language with a syntacti-

cal structure similar to the natural languages. Nevertheless, higher procedures495

are supported by other kind of processes such as perceptive and motor among

others. We do not address these processes here and we suppose that agents are

endowed with sensors and actuators that allow them to watch the scene and ut-

ter the sentences that they finally produce thanks to the model. Besides, other

process or modules that are essentials to create intermediate representations500

about the perceived scenes are not treated here. All these suppositions allow us

to concentrate efforts in the process of evolving the symbolic language.

Therefore, the experimental setting is a simple schema where agents are

”notified” at the beginning of each referential scene and the previous hypothesis

are included as initial knowledge. Then, the model helps to share a language505

with syntactic structure. A more realistic stage implies to include the model

in a general architecture, for example, a hybrid architecture (see [41] for a

comprehensive study about robot controllers and architectures) and specially to
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solve the Symbol Grounding Problem. However, we think that the model can

solve part of the whole problem by contributing to implement some symbolic510

processes.

7.2. First Task

The experimental work in the initial task focus on medium-sized agent teams.

We have experimented with two different linguistic situations such as the ones

described in Figures 1 and 2. We suppose that all agents are located in the same515

place so their perspective are the same. Each linguistic situation includes a few

specific objects, colors (in the case of Figure 1) and spatial relationships (in the

case of Figure 2). More specifically, the scenes contain four simple objects (book,

pencil, glasses and ball), three colors (blue, yellow and green) and two spatial

relations (left and right). It is worth noting that the introduction of more520

objects, colors and spatial relations does not imply any significant difficulty

for the agents’ syntactic alignment since lexical categories are used, instead of

specific objects or items.

We conducted a series of 50 experiments for the linguistic situation about

objects and colors and a series of 20 experiments for the linguistic situation525

about objects and spatial relations. Different team sizes were tested, from 5 to

30 agents, with steps of 5 agents. Sentences are uttered by agents according to

the probabilities of their learned stochastic grammars. In the first round, all

the agents randomly choose a rule. During each language game round all the

possible communicative acts between agent-pairs are performed and the pro-530

duction rules that allow the agent to make up the sentence are rewarded or

punished depending on the success or failure in the corresponding communica-

tive act. Success means that both agents share the same sentence to describe

the linguistic situation. Syntactic alignment is attained when the whole team

uses the same sentences to describe the scene. As the model can adapt itself to535

dynamic environments, the linguistic situations can be presented to the agents

in any order, because we do not need to change anything while the system is

executing. The agents can adapt their syntactic structures to each linguistic sit-
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uation as the meta-grammar’s production rule and the evolutionary algorithm

are adaptive enough. In a typical execution we can set a scene representing a540

linguistic situation about object’s properties such as the Figure 1 shows, then

we start the system. Once the process of alignment ends we can set a new lin-

guistic situation and repeat the process without redesign nor evolution nor the

reinforcement algorithm. Alternatively we can start with a linguistic situation

about spatial relations and move to another scene about object’s properties. We545

think this is a key contribution of this model because it solves the problem of a

previous design. With regard to the evolutionary algorithm, we can see in Table

2 some typical parameters with the values that we use in the experiments.

Table 2: Evolutionary Parameters

Population size 200

Maximum generations Between 100 and 500 (depending

on the number of agents in the

team)

Crossover probability 0.8

Mutation probability 0.05

Duplication probability 0.05

Fitness value 2 in the color context and 3 in the

spatial relationship context

Five initial parameters are established after some preliminary tests. The

last one depends on the current linguistic situation and it defines the maximum550

number of rules in the evolved solution grammar. It is important not to con-

fuse the terms team and population. A team is a collection of artificial agents

who want to reach a shared language. A population is the term used in the

evolutionary computation field to refer to the set of individuals or chromosomes

(solution grammars in this case). Each agent manages a population of possible555

solution grammars.

As the model is split in two stages, they will be analyzed separately: first the
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evolutionary process that generates grammars, then, the reinforcement learning

process.

7.2.1. Evolutionary Process Results560

The evolutionary process is executed until the whole team evolves their

suitable solution grammars or the maximum number of evolutionary trials is

reached. We set this maximum value to 10 in the experiments. In order to

measure how the evolutionary process performs, we use the standard success

probability (the proportion of evolutionary runs where success is reached, out565

of the 20 or 50 total runs). Figure 6 shows results for the linguistic situation

about objects and colors grouped by team-size.

Figure 6: Success probability for the task about object-properties

Success probability is measured in terms of the whole team. Therefore,

it is an average value for the team. As we can see in the figure, the proposed

model found a solution in all the experiments (50 executions). Besides, solutions570

are found early in the evolutionary process because the model only needs a few

generations (less than 30) to develop suitable solution grammars. The team size

does not seem a significant limitation in the process and the type of suitable

solution grammars that all agents evolve include at least two rules (fitness value)

which allow them to build sentences with full sense according to the problem.575

Evolved grammars are similar to the following one:
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<sentence> ::= .....

| <objectprop> <object>

| ....

| <object> <objectprop>

| ....

<object> ::= anObject

<objectprop> ::= aColor

As we can see, the model does not limit the number of production rules

to evolve, but it looks for grammars that include as many valid production

rules as it is specified in the fitness value. Valid production rules are those

that potentially can derive correct expressions to describe the communicative580

intention. However, an evolved grammar can include other production rules. In

any case, the type of evolved suitable grammars allows the agents to come into

the reinforcement learning process with similar rules, so it is possible to reach

syntactic alignment during language games. In fact, as we will show in the next

section this is what it finally happens.585

Spatial relations among objects is a slightly more complex problem because

agents need to agree about sentences with two objects and a spatial relation. As

we explained, there are three possibilities of ordering the words in the sentence.

In this case, the evolutionary process searches for suitable solution grammars

with at least the three following rules:590

<sentence> ::= .....

| <object> <spatialrel> <object>

| ....

| <spatialrel> <object> <object>

| ....

| <object> <object> <spatialrel>

<object> ::= anObject

<spatialRel> ::= aSpatialRelation

Figure 7 shows the success probability group by team size in this case.
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Figure 7: Success probability for the task about spatial relations among objects

In this task, even though the Figure 7 does not show it clearly, the model

failed in a single experiment with 30 agents in the team. Failure happened

because a single agent in the team was not able to build a suitable solution

grammar with the evolutionary parameters that we set in the experiments. This595

agent failed after 10 evolutionary iterations but we think this kind of failure

could be easily solved if the number of iterations were increased. In any case, as

we can see in the figure, the model’s performance is optimum because it is also

able to find a solution with a small number of generations. It reaches around

95% of success with all team sizes in less than 250 generations.600

To summarize, Figures 6 and 7 display how the evolutionary algorithm is

able to develop suitable solution grammars for each agent in the team using

few evolutionary generations. Most importantly, the model can adapt to new

linguistic situations because the grammar is not fixed, but rather generated

(restricted by a meta-grammar). A static pre-defined grammar such as the one605

proposed in [30], cannot adapt dynamically without redefining its production

rules every time the linguistic situation changes.

7.2.2. Syntactic Alignment through Reinforcement Learning

Once the evolutionary stage has been completed, all the agents in the team

have developed a suitable solution grammar and they are ready to play language610
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games among them in order to find the syntactic alignment. This is where the

reinforcement learning stage starts. In the evolutionary stage each agent in the

team executes its own evolutionary algorithm. It has no interaction with other

agents, but given that they share a common communicative intention and they

watch the same referential scene, their solution grammars should be similar615

enough. In the reinforcement learning stage, agents interact with each other via

language games. In order to measure how the reinforcement learning process

is performing, we use the concept of Communicative Efficiency (CE) that we

defined in Eq. 2. The higher the Communicative Efficiency, the higher the

consensus within the team. 100% means complete syntactic alignment.620

In Figure 8 we show the learning curves considering all the experiments and

team sizes for the object properties task. The horizontal axis shows the rounds

while the vertical axis shows the CE value (percentage). The maximum number

of rounds depends on the number of agents and it ranges from 200 to 1000 for

this task.625

Figure 8: Communicative efficiency for the task about object-properties

As we can see in the figure a syntactic alignment is attained in all exper-

iments for this task. Success in reinforcement learning is conditioned by the

solution grammars evolved by agents in the previous stage, but results show

that reinforcement learning produces a fast convergence, specially with small

teams (5 and 10 agents where the syntactic alignment appears in less than 170630

rounds).
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Figure 9 shows a similar picture for the task about spatial relations among

objects. In this case, only 20 experiments were run due to experiments being

more computationally expensive.

Figure 9: Communicative efficiency for the task about spatial relations among objects

Syntactic alignment is always reached, for all the cases where a suitable635

grammar was generated by all agents (there was such a failure for one of the

experiments with 30 agents where no suitable grammar was generated by one

of the agents). Results show a good performance in general terms because the

proposed model can reach the final syntactic alignment in a relatively small

number of language games rounds. As a curiosity, it can be observed that, once640

past 10 agents, adding more agents seems to make the learning process faster

(communicative efficiency grows quicker). This is also true to some extent for

Figure 8, past 15 agents. A similar behavior was also observed in [30] and it

could be consequence of the larger number of interactions for large team sizes

during the language games. In summary, both Figures 8 and 9 confirm that645

CE rises as rounds go by and this shows that reinforcement learning works and

complements well the previous evolutionary process.

7.3. Second Task

In a second task the agents must agree sentences to describe a linguistic

situation where they must combine words related to objects and colors and650

specify a spatial relation between two objects. As we commented in section two
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there at least 6 different combinations of words in this case, so the the maximum

fitness value is 6 according to equation 1.

Under these conditions the evolutionary process is slower. To make it faster,

the optimum fitness value could be decreased to 3, 4 or 5. However, if the opti-655

mum fitness is smaller than the maximum fitness, the evolutionary process will

evolve solution grammars with fewer production rules and it will be less likely

that the grammars are similar enough to reach consensus in the reinforcement

learning stage. The computational cost is higher now, therefore only 20 experi-

ments have been run, with teams of 5, 10 and 15 agents. For the 5 agents group660

we set the same evolutionary parameters as in Table 2, although maximum

generations was fixed directly to 500. Optimum fitness was set to 3 for the

experiments with 5 agents in order to reduce execution time. However, after

some failed tests with this value we decided to work with the maximum fitness

(6) in the case of 10 and 15 agents. Evolutionary parameters were also changed665

for these groups and they were finally fixed according to Table 3. The main

differences between Tables 2 and 3 are in the crossover and mutation probabil-

ities. As we did in the first task, we will first show results of the evolutionary

process, then the reinforcement learning process.

Table 3: Evolutionary Parameters in Experiments with 10 and 15 agents

Population size 200

Maximum generations 500

Crossover probability 0.6

Mutation probability 0.1

Duplication probability 0.05

Fitness value 3 or 6

7.3.1. Evolutionary Results670

We set the maximum number of evolutionary trials to 10 in all the experi-

ments. Figure 10 shows results about success probability broken down by team

size.
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Figure 10: Success probability for the task with ordering constraints

As we can see in the Figure 10 the model evolved a suitable solution grammar

for the group with 5 agents in all the experiments (100%) and it only needed675

less than 245 generations. On the other hand, it only failed in an experiment

(95%) for the group with 10 agents. Nevertheless, it failed in seven experiments

(65%) for the biggest group with 15 agents. In one of the experiments with 5

agents the evolved solution grammars were similar to the following one:

<sentence> ::= .....

| <object> <objectprop> <object> <objectprop> <spatialrel>

| ....

| <object> <objectprop> <spatialrel> <object> <objectprop>

| ....

| <spatialrel> <object> <objectprop> <object> <objectprop>

| ....

<object> ::= anObject

<objectprop> ::= <color>

<color> ::= aColor

<spatialrel> ::= aSpatialRelation

This type of solution grammar only includes 3 of the 6 combinations of words680

which are possible in this task. However, the important issue here is that all

the team can play language games with the same set of production rules or a

similar one. At minimum, to succeed in the reinforcement learning process it is

mandatory that all evolved solution grammars (one for each agent) include at

least a similar production rule. The more production rules in each grammar the685
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more probabilities they will have at least a similar production rule. Of course,

the reinforcement learning is responsible for reaching the final agreement but

it depends on the quality of the evolved solution grammars. According to the

experimental results with 10 and 15 agents (which used the maximum fitness

value) we can argue that the team size could be determinant in order to evolve690

suitable grammars when more complex syntactic structures are needed.

7.3.2. Reinforcement Learning Results

Figure 11 shows the learning curve for this task. The maximum number of

rounds depends on the number of agents and it ranges from 1000 to 25000 for

this task.695

Figure 11: Communicative efficiency for the task with ordering constraints

It must be noticed that the results shown in Figure 11 do not consider

the experiments that failed in the evolutionary process just as we did in the

first task related to changing linguistic situations. This way, if we only take

into account the reinforcement learning process the results are again successful

because a 100% CE-value has been attained in groups with 10 and 15 agents700

and the group with 5 agents reached around 96%. In the last case, a single

experiment failed during the learning stage even though its evolutionary process

was successful. Despite this apparently worse performance in the smallest group,

it should not be forgotten that the fitness value was smaller in this experiment
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than the maximum fitness that we use to evaluate higher groups. Apart from705

these details, the learning curve is essentially similar to the one we showed in

Figures 8 and 9 and it reveals that the communicative efficiency also increases

as the number of rounds increases.

We think it is important to return to the issue of failed experiments in order

to analyze how language is developed and shared in this model. Success in710

reinforcement learning is conditioned to the suitable solution grammars that

agents evolved in the previous stage. Therefore, syntactic alignment can fail for

two reasons:

1. Evolution fails and some agent cannot evolve a suitable solution gram-

mar to express its communicative intention. This is the reason why an715

experiment failed in the group of 10 agents and seven experiments failed

in the group with 15 agents. The consequence of failed evolution is the

incompetence to describe grammatically what the agent is watching.

2. Reinforcement learning fails and the team cannot agree sentences to de-

scribe the linguistic situation. Reinforcement learning is based on the720

previously evolved solution grammars. If all the agents evolve similar

grammars the reinforcement learning process would only fail because the

number of rounds was not enough for convergence. However, if there is

an agent with a completely different grammar, the reinforcement learning

process can also fail because it will be impossible for this agent to gener-725

ate sentences which coincide with the sentences that the rest of the team

utter through their own solution grammars. This is the reason why a ex-

periment failed in the group with 5 agents. If we analyze the results we

appreciate how the evolutionary process is not only more computationally

expensive but it fails more frequently than the learning process. Compar-730

ing results it seems that the competence in the language is more difficult

to reach than the performance.

Delving into differences among solution grammars we can appreciate the

effect of a well-defined fitness measure in the evolutionary process. If we use
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the maximum value as fitness value to stop the evolution, there will be no735

difference among grammars because all of them will have similar production

rules. Otherwise, it might be that production rules were completely different,

so the syntactic alignment would be impossible. This problem did not happen

in the task about changing linguistic situations that we described initially since

we used there the maximum fitness: 2 for the context related to colors and 3740

for the situation concerning spatial relations. However, we use 3 as optimum

fitness value instead of 6 (maximum fitness value) in the second task for the

group with 5 agents. As a consequence, in an experiment the model failed in the

first evolutionary/reinforcement trial because the agents called Agent 0, Agent 1

and Agent 2 evolved similar solution grammars but agents called Agent 3 and745

Agent 4 evolved other different solution grammars. In this failed trial, three

first agents would have reached their own syntactic alignment and the two last

agents would have reached a different one if the model had allowed them to

continue, but we assume that consensus is only accepted when the complete

team agrees. Other trials failed in a similar way. Failed experiments show750

us how grammatical similarity is needed in order to share a language and it

appears in the model as consequence of a selective pressure to look for individuals

(solution grammars) with the most expressive power, according to the current

communicative intention. Finally, we show in Appendix B an example of the

final syntactic consensus in one of the valid experiments with 5 agents.755

8. Conclusions

We propose in this work a model combining evolution and learning in order

to study how a symbolic artificial language can self-emerge in a team of agents.

The model considers some theories about natural language, such as the concepts

of competence and performance in the language and the possibility of certain760

kind of innate grammatical knowledge expressed as a Universal Grammar. Com-

petence is simulated as a private event for each agent in the group by means

of an evolutionary process. The aim in this stage is to find the grammar that
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is suitable for the current linguistic situation. Evolution provides grammatical

knowledge for the language but a shared language implies a social interaction.765

This public event is simulated in the learning component of the model, where a

reinforcement learning algorithm uses a stochastic version of the evolved solu-

tion grammar for each agent, in order to converge to a common language with

a syntactic structure. Syntactic alignment in the team is induced by means of

language games which allow the agents to interact or communicate with each770

other. Therefore, the social interaction implies performance in the language.

Once the model’s foundations have been established, a set of experiments

was designed in order to test the model in an initial changing linguistic situa-

tion, where the agents must firstly agree sentences about object properties and

secondly about spatial relations among the objects. This order is not impor-775

tant and it can be swapped. The main aim in the experiments was to prove

if the model could adapt to the change in the linguistic situation without hu-

man intervention and results showed, not only how the model could find the

syntactic alignment in both contexts, but how the model could adapt to the

change without external help. Adaptation is possible thanks to the concept of780

meta-grammar which acts as a kind of Universal Grammar as we mentioned

above. Experimental results also showed how both the evolutionary process

and reinforcement learning process can find solutions in a few generations and

rounds. A related work has previously shown the potential of the reinforcement

learning in the emergence of artificial languages, but it needs that the grammar785

is defined in advance. It cannot adapt to new linguistic situations without mod-

ifying some parameter or feature. The model proposed here shows how these

problems can be solved.

In a second task the agents had to maintain word order constraints in the

sentences they generated. The evolutionary process is more time consuming in790

this case, specially if the number of agents in the team is large. Nevertheless,

the model performed relatively well in small groups (5 and 10 agents). Besides,

in a bigger team with 15 agents, the learning process performed equally fine but

some problems were found in the evolutionary process. In any case, the model
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shows how semantic constraints can be included in the language, so the number795

of sentences that agents can express is potentially bigger.

Appendix A. Meta-grammar Definition

We use the usual BNF notation to specify the grammatical production rules

and we adopt here the formalism proposed in [33]. In short, according to this

convention, non terminal symbols between quotation marks stand for no termi-800

nal symbols in the solution grammar level which will be created starting from

the meta-grammar’s rules. Semantic rules are showed closed between brackets.

<grammar> ::= ’<sentence>::=’ <rel-expression-def> /

’<object>::=’ <object-def> /

’<spatialrel>::=’ <spatialrel-def>805

| ’<sentence>::=’ <pro-expression-def> /

’<object>::=’ <object-def> /

’<objectprop>::=’ <objectprop-def>

| ’<sentence>::=’ <pro-rel-expression-def> /

’<object>::=’ <object-def> /810

’<objectprop>::=’ <objectprop-def> /

’<spatialrel>::=’ <spatialrel-def>

<rel-expression-def> ::= <rel-expression>

| <rel-expression> ’|’ <rel-expression-def>

<pro-expression-def> ::= <pro-expression>815

| <pro-expression> ’|’ <pro-expression-def>

<pro-rel-expression-def> ::= <pro-rel-expression>

| <pro-rel-expression> ’|’ <pro-rel-expression-def>

<object-def> ::= <object>

<spatialrel-def> ::= <spatialrel>820

<objectprop-def> ::= <objectprop>

<rel-expression> ::= <rel-word>

| <rel-word> <rel-expression>

<pro-expr-1> ::= <pro-expression>

<pro-expr-2> ::= <pro-expression>825

<pro-expression> ::= <pro-word>

| <pro-word> <pro-expression>

<pro-rel-expression> ::= <rel-concept>

<pro-expr-1>

[if NOT(checkProExpr(<pro-expr-1>))830

then {"error"}]

<pro-expr-2>

[if NOT(checkSimilarityProExpr(<pro-expr-1>,<pro-expr-2>))
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then {"error"}]

| <pro-expr-1>835

[if NOT(checkProExpr(<pro-expr-1>))

then {"error"}]

<rel-concept>

<pro-expr-2>

[if NOT(checkSimilarityProExpr(<pro-expr-1>,<pro-expr-2>))840

then {"error"}]

| <pro-expr-1>

[if NOT(checkProExpr(<pro-expr-1>))

then {"error"}]

<pro-expr-2>845

[if NOT(checkSimilarityProExpr(<pro-expr-1>,<pro-expr-2>))

then {"error"}]

<rel-concept>

<rel-concept> ::= ’<spatialrel>’

<rel-word> ::= ’<object>’850

| ’<spatialrel>’

<pro-word> ::= ’<object>’

| ’<objectprop>’

<object> ::= anObject

<spatialrel> :: =aSpatialRelation855

<objectprop> ::= aColor

Where terminal symbols in this meta-grammar such as ′ <sentence>::=′,

′ <object>::=′, ′ <spatialrel>::=′, ′ <objectprop>::=′, ′ <spatialrel>′, ′ <object>′

and ′ <objectprop>′ will represent non terminals symbols in a solution grammar

and the symbol ′|′ stands for the alternative symbol as it is usual in BNF no-860

tation. Semantic functions such as checkProExpr and checkSimilarityProExpr

implement order constraints.

Appendix B. Syntactic Consensus in 5-agents team for a task impos-

ing order constraints

Syntactic consensus attained with the model in one of the experiments for a865

small team of 5 agents in the problem about order constraints.

SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES GENERATED AFTER THE GRAMMATICAL EVOLUTION

Agent_0: anObject aColor aSpatialRelation anObject aColor

Agent_1: anObject aColor aSpatialRelation anObject aColor

Agent_2: anObject aColor aSpatialRelation anObject aColor870
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Agent_3: anObject aColor aSpatialRelation anObject aColor

Agent_4: anObject aColor aSpatialRelation anObject aColor

SYNTACTIC ALIGNMENT (SENTENCES) AFTER THE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Agent_0875

Scene 0: book blue right ball green

Scene 1: pencil yellow left glasses red

Agent_1

Scene 0: book blue right ball green

Scene 1: pencil yellow left glasses red880

Agent_2

Scene 0: book blue right ball green

Scene 1: pencil yellow left glasses red

Agent_3

Scene 0: book blue right ball green885

Scene 1: pencil yellow left glasses red

Agent_4

Scene 0: book blue right ball green

Scene 1: pencil yellow left glasses red
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